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Algebra Intensification Project

Goals for Session
• Part I: Provide brief introduction about project
background, context, and key design features
• Part II: Illustrate overall lesson structure and
provide opportunity to examine some specific
lesson materials
• Part III: Illustrate a classroom implementation
• Part IV: Provide opportunities for questions
and discussion
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Part I: Program Overview
• Project context and background
• Project timeline
• Key design features
• Course scope and sequence

Program Context:
Need & Overarching Design Principles
• Need identified by UMLN district leaders;
discussed at UMLN annual meeting
• Designing for two populations
– Under-prepared algebra students
– Teachers of under-prepared algebra students

• Designed for use in double-period high school
Algebra 1 courses
• Designing for use at scale in urban districts
and elsewhere
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Program Context: Project Partners/Support
• Charles A. Dana Center,
University of Texas at Austin
• University of Illinois at Chicago,
Learning Sciences Research Institute
• Agile Mind, Inc.
• Project Funding
– Grants that support UMLN from Dana, Gates,
and Carnegie Foundations
– Chicago Community Trust

Project Timeline
• 2007-2008:
 Planning grant from Chicago Community Trust
• Establish Design Team to guide project
• Study issues and existing interventions
• Flesh out possible project design; develop prototype materials

 Proposed project design reviewed by UMLN leaders

• 2008-2009:
 Prototype units developed
 Prototype units (3) piloted in four high schools in UMLN
districts: Chicago, Austin, (Evanston)
 Funding sought for full program implementation
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Project Timeline
• 2009-2010:
 Revise 3 prototype units based on teacher
feedback, classroom observations
 Complete development of 2-4 additional prototype
units
 Pilot prototype units in an expanded set of UMLN
districts schools
 Obtain funding for full program development

Project Design:
An Architecture for Intensification
• Under-prepared students need more time.
• More time alone is not enough.
 Rigorous algebra core
 Pedagogy designed for struggling and specialneeds learners
 Effective strategies to address misconceptions
 Social/motivation issues
 Literacy support
 Strong assessment program
 Structures for teacher support
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Program Design:
Key Design Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Algebra core
Efficient review/repair strategies
Ongoing, distributed practice
Incorporation of social-psychological learning
interventions
Supports for enactments of high cognitive
demand tasks
Tools that help students organize information
and support metacognitive awareness
Enhanced formative assessments strategies
Explicit supports for literacy and language
development

Program Design:
Course Scope and Sequence
(scope and sequence chart available in on-line resources)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit 0: Getting started
Unit 1: Developing mathematical models
Unit 2: Recognizing linear and nonlinear patterns
Unit 3: Rate of change
Unit 4: Linear functions
Unit 5: Linear equations and inequalities
Unit 6: Systems of linear equations
Unit 7: Nonlinear functions: exponential and quadratic
functions
• Unit 8: Quadratic equations
• Unit 9: Other nonlinear functions
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Part II: Lesson Structure
• Specific Components
• Role of Agile Mind On-line Resources
• Examine Teacher & Student Materials -- 1
Day
• Reactions & Discussion of Lesson
Structure
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Lesson Structure Components
• Daily Preview
• Opener
• Core Learning Activities
– Agile Mind online service

•
•
•
•
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Examine A Daily Lesson
• Got to the on-line resources for Intensified
Algebra
• Open the resource called Lesson Example
• Spend 20 minutes reviewing the full set of
materials
– Notice how the structure follows the design
components

• Make notes about specifics -- be prepared
to discuss observations and reactions
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Part III: Program in Action
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Part III: Program in Action

Part IV: Questions, Comments,
Issues of Application to MN Context
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Components of a Lesson
• Daily Preview: Outline of day’s activities that explicitly
describes what students will be doing and the purpose of each
activity. The preview helps students organize their thinking for
the lesson and see the connections among lesson components.
• Opener: A 5-10 minute daily warm-up “routine” for
transitioning into class work. The goal is to help focus students
on the upcoming lesson and access relevant prior knowledge,
and/or to provide teachers with formative assessment data. The
warm ups typically involve math problems around concepts or
skills needed for the lesson but may also be questions for
private reflection and/or partner discussion.

• Core Learning Activities: 20-30 minutes of instruction adapted
from AM lessons to promote learning of essential algebra content.
Activities typically feature high-cognitive-demand tasks situated
in real-life contexts along with online animations of
mathematically important aspects of the tasks.
• Tasks are augmented by regular use of routines that provide new
ways for students to organize and access the content, e.g., graphic
organizers to help students make connections among concepts;
triple-entry journals to actively access and reflect upon prior
knowledge and/or process new mathematics vocabulary; a“thinkpair-share” routine for partner work; and explicit reading
instructional strategies to aid comprehension of problems and help
students monitor understanding as they read the algebra lessons.
• Routines to support frequent formative assessments (e.g.,
individual whiteboard work) to help teachers and students monitor
learning are also included.
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• Process Homework: 5-10 minute partner routine to review
previous night’s homework. It promotes communication
among students about mathematics and their mathematical
thinking, and also teaches them to take ownership of their own
learning. Students process their mid-unit and end-of unit
assessments with their partners using an expanded version of
this routine.
• Consolidation Activities: 20-30 minutes of instruction
designed to review/repair prior knowledge required for
upcoming lessons (i.e., preview the prealgebra content and
correct misconceptions), provide additional opportunities for
practice, and/or address youth development topics. These are
typically partner activities specifically designed to make
students confront common misconceptions.

• Staying Sharps: A daily set of six short problems that provide
distributed practice with algebra and pre-algebra skills and use
of metacognitive tools. Staying Sharps are also used to
preview up-coming content; i.e., they help students review
relevant prerequisite knowledge and also provide formative
assessment data to teachers about their students’ knowledge of
perquisite concepts and skills. Teachers typically assign
Staying Sharps either as homework or to be done during the
consolidation period.
• Homework: Roughly 30 minutes of additional work outside of
class time to help develop students’ confidence and abilities to
work independently in mathematics and to provide additional
practice.
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